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A Detailed Summary of ZERO FAILDISCLAIMERThis is an independent publication by
Summary Lab. It is not written by Carol Leonnig. If you are looking for Leonnig’s book, don't buy
this one.This book doesn't in any way take the place of the first book but function as a
comprehensive and concise guide for you.One of the biggest scandals in secret service history
involved agents found partying with prostitutes before a presidential trip to Cartagena, exposing
a culture that had its own motto apparently: “wheels up, rings off.” They came to view the road
trips, especially international trips as perks – a time to blow off steam.But when Carol Leonnig,
author of zero fail started digging, she discovered that the agency's issues went deeper. They
were all worried that the service was stretched too thin and that the president was going to get
shot on their watch.Zero Fail: The Rise and Fall of the Secret Service, exposes the triumphs and
failures of the Secret Service, documenting a broken agency in desperate need of reform.
Through interviews with whistleblowers, current agents and former agents, Leonnig reveals what
she says is the Secret Service’s toxic work culture, outdated training techniques and deep
resentment among the ranks with the agency's leadership.Carol Leonnig unmasks the rise and
fall of the Secret Service, and puts out a much-needed call for the agency’s improvement and
action.

“The Step into Reading series makes integrating reading into the curriculum so much easier. The
nonfiction titles are perfect for teaching reading and language-arts skills while covering science
and social studies content simultaneously!” —Lisa Lake, second-grade language-arts teacher --
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorMONICA
KULLING is an award-winning author of over fifty books for children, including picture books,
biographies, and many Step into Reading books. She lives in Toronto. Visit her at
monicakulling.com.VALERIO FABBRETTI was born in Rome and studied illustration in San
Francisco, where he is currently living and working as a character designer for Cartoon Network.
Valerio has great passion for drawing, comic books, cereal, and spaghetti westerns. Visit him at
valeriofabbretti.com. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Summary of Zero Failby Carol LeonnigMarch 30, 1981, an eight-year-old boy in Norfolk, Virginia,
sat glued to his family’s living room TV. Earlier that day, John Hinckley, Jr., had attempted to
assassinate Ronald Reagan outside the Washington Hilton. But as CBS News played the scene
in a slow-motion loop, the boy’s focus wasn’t on the president. It was on the man who entered
the frame.Over and over again, the boy watched in amazement as this square-jawed man in a
light gray suit turned toward the gunfire and fell to the ground, clutching his stomach. By taking a
bullet for the president, the newsman said, Tim McCarthy probably saved his life. At that
moment, young Brad Gable (not his real name) knew exactly what he wanted to do when he
grew up:He would be a Secret Service agent.Now, thirty years later, Gable had indeed fulfilled
that mission. He was a member of the Secret Service’s Counter Assault Team, or CAT. In the
constellation of presidential protection, CAT arguably has the most dangerous assignment.
When most people think of the Secret Service, they picture the suited agents who cover and
evacuate the president in moments of danger. The heavily armed CAT force has a different
mission: Run toward whatever gunfire or explosion threatens the president and neutralize it. The
team’s credo reflects the only two fates they believe await any attacker who crosses them: “Dead
or Arrested.”
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